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LEARNING ABOUT: Levers
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Materials needed:

education

Fulcrum,
Load
and Effort?
What is a
first-class
lever?
Whichisare
the three classes of Levers?
What
a Moment?

Level of difficulty

1) Look at your Engino “movable weight scale” and fill-in the boxes with these words:
load, effort, fulcrum.

The
Whatsecret
is a second
behindclass
the power
lever?of Levers!
Did
Have
you
you
know
everthat
heard
a see-saw
of a wheelbarrow
is a perfectrace?
example
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which
works?
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of two
can
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perform
race the
withnext
oneexperiment
person playing
and the
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how
thea driver
small and
boy can
holds
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heavy
other player's
man onankles,
the see-saw
while using
the other
the player
principle
walks
of levers!
with his hands! The team that
reaches the finishing line first wins. This game got its name from actual
wheelbarrows, which work on the principle of levers. Carry out the following
experiment and find out how!

Materials needed:

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
LEVERS, pages 3-4
1-2.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
LEVERS (M01).
3. Beans, rocks or any other small
materials.

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
LEVERS, page 9.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
LEVERS (M01).
3. Beans, rocks or any other small
materials.

Procedure:

Procedure:

1. Build the movable weight scale
model.

1. Build the wheelbarrow model.

4. You will probably see that the balance
is lost and the scale is leaning on the
scalepan’s side. Restore the balance
again by moving the movable weight. Is
the distance of the movable weight bigger
than before?
5. Place some more materials on the
loading base until it’s fully loaded and try
to balance the beam again. Is it possible?
Why does this happen?

education

What
is a second-class
lever?
How does
Force generates
Moment?
How can you calculate the Balance of
Moments?

Level of difficulty

1) Look at the picture below of a boy using a wheelbarrow and fill-in the boxes
with these words: load, effort, fulcrum.

2. Congratulations! You have just built
yourself a useful carrying device! Use your
model a bit to carry your erasers,
sharpeners and pencils that you have
lying around on your desk. Can you
identify where the effort, the load and the
fulcrum are acting on your wheelbarrow?

2. Try to balance the model with the help
of the movable part (that is the part that
contains a wheel) and count the distance
from the fulcrum in squares, starting from
the blue piece near the fulcrum. How
many squares is that distance and what is
that distance called?
3. Now, we will need some small
materials to put as weights on the
scalepan (or weighing pan). These could
be: rocks, beans, erasers or even other
Engino parts that are included in your set.
Put 3 or 4 of these materials on the scale
and see what happens.

Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Levers

2) Which one of the three elements (load, fulcrum, effort) of the lever above is placed
between the other two?
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
3) How does a balance beam scale work?
.....................................................................

3. Now, load the wheelbarrow with the
materials that you have gathered for this
experiment (rocks, beans etc), but make
sure that they do not fall out of it. You can
place them all inside a small nylon bag
first, if you like. Then, try to move your
loaded model, feeling the effort that you
apply.
4. You can make your model even better
and carry much more load if you make
some small arrangements with the rest of
your Engino parts. Can you think of any?
Keep in mind that you are dealing with a
lever, which works on the principle of
Moments.

2) Which one of the three elements (load, fulcrum, effort) of the lever above is placed
between the other two?
.....................................................................
.....................................................................

3) How can we improve a wheelbarrow device, so that we can carry more load with less
effort (write three possible modifications)?
.....................................................................
.....................................................................

.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................

4) Next you can see some examples of second-class levers. Take a look at the pictures
and try to find where the load, the effort and the fulcrum are applied in each case.

4) In the following images you can see some examples of first-class levers. Take a look at
the pictures and try to identify where the load, the effort and the fulcrum are applied in
each case.
Engino “wheelbarrow” model

Engino “movable weight scale” model

Claw hammer

Scissors

Paper guillotine

Pliers

01

Nutcracker

02
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Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Levers
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Materials needed:
1. Engino building instructions booklet:
page
page
LINKAGES,
LEVERS,
s 11-12
5. .
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
LEVERS
LINKAGES
(M01).
(M02).

Procedure:

The
model
now
contains
two levers!
3. For
each
case
build
the model
that you
Whatinclasses
of levers
are they?
see
the picture
(you can
do it easily by
changing the position of the red joint) and
write
in the
boxes
elementsofofstep
a 1
4. Take
a look
at the 3assembly
lever:
fulcrum
and effort.
Thewhere
arrow
which load,
we have
just added
and see
shows
should
the force
the redwhere
pulley you
is joined
(atapply
the centre
of
with
yourMove
finger.that joint in positions 1, 2, 3
the rod).
and 4 as you can see in the picture on the
right and try to open the gate each time.
Can you feel the difference in the amount
of effort you apply? In which position do
you need less force?
5. Now, let’s improve our parking gate
even more! If you look closer at it, you will
notice that the rod we apply the force on is
protruding from one side. Therefore, we
need to move the rod, so that it is at least
the same length as the rod above so the
gate is safe and we will still be able to
open the gate. Can you think of a way to
do that, without adding any more parts?
6. The solution is simple! Just move the
protruding rod five squares to the left and
link both rods with the linkage as you can
see in the picture on the right.
7. By making this simple arrangement you
have managed to change the lever’s class
for each rod. If you remember, before the
change, the above rod was a first-class
lever and the lower rod was a secondclass lever. What class of lever are these
rods now?

What is a
Fulcrum,
third-class
Load
lever?
and Effort?
Whichisare
What
thethe
relationship
three classes
between
of Levers?
force and
distance?

Level of difficulty

1) Complete the following table according to your observations in step 6 of the
experiment using the words lowest, low, medium, high for the force (effort) you
applied to open the gate and shortest, short, medium, long for the distance that the
gate had opened, for each position (1-4).

Position
1. Build the parking
model but stop
catapult gate
model.
before adding step 1 at the end of the
instructions.
openingonthe
2.
Focus yourTry
attention
theparking
movinggate.
part
How
force
use?
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themuch
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anddid
tryyou
to find
three points:
1) the edge that has the wheel (for loading
2. Now add
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the 2)
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materials)
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load,
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Try moving
to open part
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the
is connected
to (fulcrum)
amount
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thisyou
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3) the
other you
end put
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same with
as before?
force
your finger (effort).

education

Force

Distance

Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Linkages
Levers
The secret
What
is a linkage?
behind the power of Levers!
Many
Did
you
courts
knowhave
that a statue
see-saw
of is
Lady
a perfect
Justiceexample
(or Goddess
of howofaJustice)
lever works?
outside
You
can
theirperform
buildings
the
holding
next experiment
two objects:
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a sword
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how
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a small
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for lift a
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heavy man aon
case’s
the see-saw
facts. Just
using
picture
the principle
in your mind
of levers!
the goddess putting on
one side of the scale the good things and on the other side the bad things,
trying to come up with a fair decision. You can build a similar parallel scale if
you carry out the next experiment!

Materials needed:

education

Whatdoes
How
is a linkage?
Force generates Moment?
How can
What
is ayou
parallel
calculate
motion
thelinkage?
Balance of
Moments?

Level of difficulty

1) Indicate the points where the two scalepans are joint to the horizontal beams in
the next picture.

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
LEVERS, pages
LINKAGES,
page1-12..
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
LEVERS
LINKAGES
(M01).
(M02).
3. Beans, rocks or any other small
materials.

1
Procedure:
1. Built a parallel scale model. If built
correctly, the model should balance.

2
3

2. Play a while with your model, so that
you understand how it works. Move the
right side with your hand and observe
what happens to the other side. Change
sides and repeat.

4

3. Put some small materials like beans or
rocks on one of the scalepans and
observe what happens. You should notice
that the balance of the scale is lost. In
order to restore the balance just load the
same materials on the other scalepan.

Experiment for finding out the
“Safer” parking gate model
relation between distance and force

4. Now, remove the part of the model
that contains the two scalepans connected
together (see picture on your right). This
part is a linkage! Play a bit with it and try
to answer Andrew questions that follow, in
order to find out how it works exactly.

2) What four sided shape is formed when the scale is in balance and the two
scalespans are vertical ? Find these sides in the picture above and mark them with
arrows.
....................................................................
....................................................................
3) If we push down a scalepan to one side what can you observe about the other
scalepan?
....................................................................

2) What is your conclusion about the relationship between force and distance?

....................................................................

..............................................................

....................................................................

..............................................................
4) If the parallel scale is leaning to one side, are the two scalepans moved in the
same length?

..............................................................

....................................................................

3) Recognize the two types of levers on your last model and draw them with
simple sketches in the boxes on your right. Label each part of the lever and
comment the type of lever. How do we change the class of a lever?
.............................................................

....................................................................

Engino “parallel scale” model

.............................................................
Upper lever

5) In the following examples, try to identify and circle the parts of each device that
undergo parallel motion.

Lower lever

8. For the lower rod is easy to guess: a
first-class lever. How about for the upper
rod?
Desk lamp

01
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Toolbox

Cargo carriage vehicle

02
04

Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Linkages
Levers

What is the
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Load and Effort?
Whichcan
How
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threeand
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enlarge
of Levers?
shapes?
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by and
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by the Romans
magazines,
or even
to beby
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projecting
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in distances
larger up
copies
to 800
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youa like
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of the
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and not
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look
theofMiddle
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Trycan
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in the
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following activity!
and you will be amazed at what
you will be capable of!

Materials needed:
1. Engino building instructions booklet:
LINKAGES, page 9.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
LINKAGES (M02).
3. A pencil, pieces of paper and sticky
tape.

2. If we open the pantograph, we
observe that there are two straight lines,
AB and BC, as well as a parallelogram
shape OBRD inside (see picture). Count
the length (in Engino squares) of line AB
(starting from the square of point A up to
and including the last “red joint” piece,
point B). How many squares is that
distance? Do the same for line BC
(starting from point B down to point C).
How many squares is that distance? Is it
the same length as that of line AB?
3. Count the distance AO (from point A to
the point where line AB is connected with
the parallelogram, point O). Also, count
the distance BR (from point B to the point
where line BC is connected to the
parallelogram, point R). Are these two
distances the same in length?
4. Place a pencil on the last hole of your
pantograph and try to track the next
images of a rectangle and a triangle with
the black piece (point D). This would be
Test 1. Draw your copies on a piece of
paper, that should be fixed on your desk
with sticky tape, and measure the length
and width of each. If you are facing any
problems, read the pantograph tips.
6. For Test 2, you need to remove the
parallelogram of the pantograph and
create another one, by replacing the red
joint pieces at a distance of 10 Engino
squares from point A and 10 Engino
squares from point B. Use the appropriate
Engino parts to complete the
parallelogram (see picture) and track the
images as before, in order to complete the
table.

Producing
Did
you know
an exact
that a straight
see-sawline
is amay
perfect
seem
example
simple today
of howwhen
a lever
weworks?
use a You
can
computer,
perform
butthe
during
next the
experiment
Industrialand
Revolution
find out how
this was
a small
a crucial
boy can
problem
lift a for
heavy
the engineers
man on to
thesolve.
see-saw
The using
pistonthe
of aprinciple
steam engine
of levers!
needs to move in a
straight line in order for the engine to work properly. Let’s see who managed
to create a linkage that produces an exact straight line!

1) Complete the following table according to your observations. Some measurements
are already in place to help you. Compare the dimensions of the original rectangle and
triangle with the copies you made for each test. What can you observe? How is it
related to the distance ratio?

Test

Total
distance
(squares)

Connection
distance
(squares)

Distance
ratio (total/
connection)

Rectancle’s
Triangles’
original size original size
(cm)
(cm)

Copy
rectancle
size (cm)

Copy
triangle
size (cm)

length width length width length width length width
1

30

15

2

30

10

3

30

20

30/15 = 2

2

5

4

3

A

Materials needed:

R

C

D
Pantograph’s points for counting the
necessary distances

education

How can
doeswe
Force
produce
generates
an exact
Moment?
straight line?
How can you calculate the Balance of
Moments?

Level of difficulty

1) Look carefully at the Peaucellier-Lipkin model. Can you write the 3 shapes that
are formed with the Engino rods?

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
LEVERS, pages
LINKAGES,
page1s-211-12
.
.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
LEVERS
LINKAGES
(M01).
(M02).
3. A pencil, pieces of paper and sticky
tape.

O

B

C
A

Procedure:
1. Build the Peaucellier-Lipkin linkage
model.
2. Place a pencil or a pin on point A of
your model (see picture on your right). The
other side (with the blue parts) must be
fixed at all times when you are using the
linkage. Fix a piece of paper on your desk
using tape in order to draft the straight
line. Rotate the middle rod which is
connected on point B, as far as you can
and observe what happens.

B
O

Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Linkages
Levers
The secret
What
is a Peaucellier-Lipkin
behind the powerLinkage?
of Levers!

Level of difficulty

Procedure:
1. Build the pantograph model. If you
are left-handed create a mirror copy of the
model.

education

3. If you do it properly a straight line will
be produced. In theory, that line should be
exactly straight. But, because of friction
and the flexibility of Engino parts the
“straightness” of the line is reduced. These
are some of the reasons why today’s
engineers try to find alternative means to
move in a straight line avoiding the use of
these linkages where possible.

D

2) What can you say about the two shapes in the middle of the model?
..................................................................
..................................................................

3) When the middle rod (connected at point B) is moving freely what shape is
formed on its course?
..................................................................
..................................................................
..................................................................
..................................................................

Model for test 2
Engino “PeaucellierLipkin linkage” model

7. For Test 3 you need to do similar
changes, but this time the distance from
point A should be 20 Engino squares and
the distance from point L should also be
20 Engino squares (see picture on the
right). Complete the table again.

4) Can you think of any reasons which prevent us from using linkages?
Write down at least three.
..................................................................

8. Finally, you can try making a smaller
copy of a picture by changing the
functions of points D and C. Thus, remove
the pencil from the end and attach it on
the black piece (you can use tape to
attach it on the part). Track an image
using point C this time.

..................................................................
..................................................................
..................................................................
Model for test 3
..................................................................
Peaucellier-Lipkin linkage.

01
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Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Wheels
Levers & Axles
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Wheel
a lever?
Axle as a lever
I’m
Thesure
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many types
that was
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designs of
bydoors,
the Greeks
which and
openperfected
and close
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byathe
variety
Romans
of ways.
to beSome
used of
forthem
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do notlarge
evenarrows,
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any effort
balls
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in or
order
flammable
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as theyinwork
distances
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up to 800
through
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siege
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machine,
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the way
are two
through
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ways oftimes
use: to
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knob
Middle
andAges.
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Do
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Find
theout
following
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activity!
in the next experiment.

Materials needed:

education

Is there
What
is Fulcrum,
any otherLoad
way that
and the
Effort?
wheel and axle
Which are the
mechanism
can
three
be used?
classes of Levers?

Level of difficulty

1) Place an arrow on the knob (wheel) and on the crank to show the direction we need
to apply our force in order to unlock the door.

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
WHEELS & AXLES, pages 8-9.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
WHEELS & AXLES (M03).

Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Wheels
Levers & Axles
The secret
Different
types
behind
of Wheel
the power
& Axle
of Levers!
Mechanisms
We all
Did
youhave
know
seen
thatdifferent
a see-saw
versions
is a perfect
of wheels
example
and axle
of how
mechanisms.
a lever works? You
However,
can perform
notthe
every
nextwheel
experiment
and axle
and
is find
the same:
out how
the
a wheel
small boy
of acan
wheelbarrow
lift a
is
heavy
turning
man
onon
itsthe
own,
see-saw
while the
using
axle
the
is principle
used onlyoftolevers!
hold it in its place. In a
case of a car, though, the wheels depend on the axles in order to turn.
Follow the instructions of the next experiment and find out the different types
of the wheel and axle mechanism.

Materials needed:
1. Engino building instructions booklet:
WHEELS & AXLES, page 1.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
WHEELS & AXLES (M03).

Procedure:

1. Build the door with knob model.

1.

2. Play a while with your model in order
to understand how it works. Observe how
the wheel and axle are connected
together. Is it a “fixed” wheel and axle
mechanism or a “free rotation” one?

2. Play a bit with your model, moving it
backwards and forwards on a desk and
observe how the moving parts are turning.
Try to figure out if the wheels and axles
are moving freely (independently) or if the
one is causing the movement of the other.

3. Observe also the locking mechanism
that is fixed on the axle. As the wheel and
axle turn, the lock turns in the same
direction securing the door.
4. Now, remove the wheel from the
model and replace it with a crank (see
picture below). Try to open the locking
mechanism again. You will notice that
practically nothing changes and the door
opens in the same way as before.

....................................................................
....................................................................

Engino crank

3) What is the mechanical advantage of the Engino “door with knob” model?
....................................................................
....................................................................
....................................................................

3) In the following examples the wheel and axle mechanism behaves as two different
types of levers. Can you identify the correct type for each case? A schematic of the
forces applied is provided for each case to help you.

E

Torque

RE
Engino “door with
knob” model

Build the experimental car model.

3. Move your model and note the
following elements: a pair of front wheels
connected with two red pieces and a pair
of rear (back) wheels connected on an
extendable rod, which is used as an axle.
2) Are the arrows pointing in the same direction? Do we have the same result in both
cases?
....................................................................

RE
F

RL
F

L

E

Level of difficulty

Type of wheel and axle

Observations
(wheel turning freely)

1

2

3

4. Hold the axle (extendable rod) tightly
with your hand and gently turn one of the
rear wheels. Does it turn freely? Write
your observations for case 1.
Pair of front wheels
5. Remove the two red joint pieces from
the front wheels and pass a large axle
through the last hole of the rod. Pass two
cylindrical spacers* on each side of the
axle and place the two wheels through the
axle, connecting them with the spacer.
Then, pass two more cylindrical spacers
on each side of the axle and connect them
again with the wheels. If you are not sure
about what to do, just check the right
picture showing how to do it. Hold tightly
the axle and turn gently one of the front
wheels. Does it turn freely? Write your
observations for case 2.
6. For the final test, you just need to
remove the two cylindrical spacers holding
each wheel and replace them with two
octagonal spacers*, pushing the octagon
shape towards the wheel’s hole until it fits
perfectly. Repeat the procedure and write
your observations for case 3.

Pair of rear wheels

Extendable rod
used as an axle
Wheel connected with
cylindrical spacers (case 2)

Experimental car’s elements

2) In the case(s) that the wheel is turning freely with respect to the axle, what shape
does the end of the Engino spacer have (the small grey part that fits in the wheel’s
hole)?
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
3) In the case(s) that the wheel is not turning freely with respect to the axle, what shape
does the end of the Engino spacer have (the small grey part that fits in the wheel’s
hole)?

*cylindrical spacers
.....................................................................

RL

.....................................................................
octagonal spacers*

01
07

Whichdoes
How
are Force
the different
generates
typesMoment?
of wheel and axle
How can you calculate the Balance of
mechanism?
Moments?

1) Write your observations, YES or NO, in each box, whether the wheel is turning freely
in respect to the axle for each case. Complete the following table according to your
previous measurements.

Case

Procedure:

education

A door’s wheel and axle
mechanism

A car’s wheel and axle
mechanism
© Copyright 2011 Engino.net Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Inclined
Levers Planes & Wedges
What is an
a lever?
inclined plane?
You will
The
“catapult”
see many
is a boys
construction
and girlsthat
hanging
was invented
out in skate
by the
parks
Greeks
with and
theirperfected
roller
blades,
by the Romans
bicyclesto
and
be skates!
used forInside
projecting
this exciting
large arrows,
environment
javelins,
fullballs
of adrenaline,
of iron or
the
flammable
inclinedmaterials,
planes could
in distances
not be missing.
up to 800
Dometers.
you want
It was
to find
a very
out how
popular
inclined
siege
planes
machine,
help
used
theall
skaters
the way
andthrough
bikers perform
ancient times
their extreme
to the Middle
stunts?
Ages.
What
You
is can
this
build
inclined
oneplane
and experiment
anyway? Carry
with out
it inthe
thenext
following
experiment
activity!and find out.

Materials needed:
1. Engino building instructions booklet:
INCLINED PLANES & WEDGES, pages
1-2.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
INCLINED PLANES & WEDGES (M04).

education

What is an
Fulcrum,
inclined
Load
plane?
and Effort?
Which are the elements
three classes
of anofinclined
Levers?plane?

Level of difficulty

1) Find how long the height, length and inclined side of your airport staircase model
is and mark them with arrows in the next figure. Use a ruler and measure these
elements in centimeters and complete the table.

Element of
the staircase

Distance
(cm)

LEARNING ABOUT: Inclined
Levers Planes & Wedges
The secret
What
is Force?
behind the power of Levers!
Have
Did
you
you
know
everthat
heard
a see-saw
of the game
is a perfect
tug-of-war?
example
In this
of how
gamea the
lever
players
works?
are
You
can
divided
perform
into two
the teams
next experiment
and the two
and
teams
find out
are how
placed
a small
on either
boy can
sides
liftofa a line
heavy
holdingman
a part
on of
thea see-saw
rope. Theusing
teamthe
thatprinciple
manages
of to
levers!
drag the other team
towards its side is the winner. This is possible due to applying the total force
of the team in a specific direction. But, what is this “force”? Carry out the
following experiment and find out!

Materials needed:

Objectives:

education

Whatdoes
How
is Force?
Force generates Moment?
How can
What
is Friction?
you calculate the Balance of
Moments?

Level of difficulty

1) Point with an arrow in the figure below the direction of motion of your model. Place
the starting point of the arrow at the position where the effort is applied.

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
LEVERS, pages
INCLINED
PLANES
1-2. & WEDGES, page 5.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
LEVERS
INCLINED(M01).
PLANES & WEDGES (M04).
3. Small heavy objects (e.g. small weights
or pieces of metal).

Procedure:
1. Build the model of the airport
staircase.
2. Play a bit with your model and move
any miniature figures you have on the
steps. Think how a real staircase helps us
get to different heights.
3. In this experiment we are just going to
do some observations about the
inclination of the staircase. So, get a ruler
and measure the distances shown in the
table on your right.

height

length

in

cl

Procedure:
1. Build the carrying cart model.

in

ed

si

de

height

2. For this experiment we will not need
the wheels. So, remove them (4 in total)
from your model leaving just the cart and
the pulling part, as displayed in the picture
below.

.....................................................................
.....................................................................

inclined side

.....................................................................
length

3) Forces are symbolized with arrows. How would you draw two forces that point in
opposite directions and one of them is bigger than the other? Draw them in the boxes
below.

2) Which element of the staircase above is the longest?
.....................................................................
....................................................................
3) If we want to reach the top of a hill, which path is the shortest: following the slope of
the hill or climbing upright? Which path is the easiest?
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
Engino “airport staircase” model

4) Mark with a

2) In which test did you apply more effort: the empty cart or the heavy one?

The model as it will be
used in the experiment
3. Place your model on your desk or on
any other flat and neat surface. Grab the
cart from the red ring like part and pull the
cart for a distance of about 50cm. While
you do that, try to feel the amount of effort
you apply.
4. Now, fill the cart with small and
relatively heavy objects e.g. small weights,
small pieces of metal etc. and repeat the
same procedure as before. While you
drag your heavier model try to feel again
the amount of effort you apply this time.
Write your observations on your right.

4) If you had wheels on your cart, do you think the model would have moved easier or
harder?
.....................................................................

the devices that work on the principle of the inclined plane.

.....................................................................

5) Explain your answer in the previous question. Think of the friction and how it
behaves with and without wheels.
.....................................................................
Engino “carrying cart” model

.....................................................................
.....................................................................
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Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Pulleys
Levers
What isofapulleys
Types
lever?
You have
The
“catapult”
probably
is a construction
visited a gymthat
to exercise
was invented
your muscles,
by the Greeks
or it may
and be
perfected
that you
have
by theone
Romans
such machine
to be used
at home!
for projecting
If you ever
largenoticed,
arrows,these
javelins,
machines
balls ofuse
iron or
pulleys
flammable
to transfer
materials,
theinweight.
distances
But up
do to
they
800
use
meters.
the pulleys
It wasthe
a very
same
popular
way assiege
you
in
machine,
your lift used
model?
all the
Would
wayit through
be possible
ancient
to lifttimes
heavy
to loads
the Middle
without
Ages.
putting
Youtoo
can
build
muchone
effort?
andTry
experiment
out the next
withexperiment
it in the following
and find
activity!
out how you can lift objects
with superman’s strength!

education

What are
is Fulcrum,
the types
Load
of pulleys?
and Effort?
Which are the three classes of Levers?

The secret
Transfer
of behind
motion the power of Levers!
Did
As you
youalready
know that
know,
a see-saw
besidesisthe
a perfect
treadmills
example
or the of
machines
how a lever
for exercising
works? You
can
yourperform
musclesthe
by next
liftingexperiment
weights, atand
a gym
findyou
out can
howalso
a small
find boy
stationary
can lift bikes.
a
heavy
Can you
man
imagine
on thehow
see-saw
a stationary
using the
bike
principle
actuallyofworks?
levers!Let’s carry out the
following experiment and find out.

Level of difficulty

Materials needed:

Materials needed:

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
PULLEYS, page 2.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
PULLEYS (M05).
3. Empty Engino package.

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
PULLEYS, pages 8-9.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
PULLEYS (M05).

2. Remove the red pulley (indicated with
number 1 in the picture below) which is
assembled on the platform and replace it
with the other red pulley indicated with
number 2 where the string is tied. Keep
the string tied on this pulley so that the
platform now is raised directly by the
string. Put a weight or your empty Engino
package on your model’s platform in order
to create a load. What do you observe?
3. Now, get ready to make some
measurements and complete the table on
your right. The procedure for the
measurements is the
same as with
experiment 8. Tie the
string directly on the
2
axle as in case 1.
4. Turn the crank of the
model and measure
how many revolutions
you make until the
platform is totally lifted.
Fill in the appropriate
column in the table.
Again, for more
accurate
measurements, you can
set the diagonal
extendable rod as the
reference point of a
complete revolution.
5. Change the red
pulleys’ position to the
way they were before
(as in experiment 8) and
repeat your
measurements.

Experiment step

Crank’s
revolutions

difficult

Force
(difficulty in
rotation)

easy

1. For this experiment, we are going to
use the Engino material lift model of
experiment 8, page 8 in the Simple
Machines Activity Book. Remember to
restore the model to its original form as it
is presented in step 7, page 2 of the
Engino building instructions booklet:
PULLEYS, by tying the string on the black
axle.

education

How can
doeswe
Force
change
generates
the direction
Moment?
of rotation of
How
a
pulley
cansystem?
you calculate the Balance of
Moments?

Level of difficulty

1) Complete the following table according to your observations.

Procedure:

Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Pulleys
Levers

Step 4
Step 5

2) Look at your measurements and write down your remarks.

1) Draw, for both cases below, one arrow for every pulley that rotates, showing the
direction of rotation.

case 1

case 2

Procedure:
1. Build a stationary bike model.
2. Play with your model for a while and
turn its pedals with your hand. What do
you observe? Draw two arrows on the
picture of case 1 on your right, to show
the direction of rotation of each pulley.
Make the arrow of the faster pulley bigger.
3. Now, change the rubber band so as to
create an X shape as shown in the picture
of case 2. You may need to disassemble
the pulley’s from the main structure in
order to take the rubber band out and
reposition. Try to turn the pedals again.
What do you observe? Draw two arrows in
the picture of case 2 to show the direction
of rotation of each pulley. Make the arrow
of the faster pulley bigger.

standard belt drive

crossed belt drive

2) Can you describe what happens in case 1 when you turn the pedals?

3) In which case is it easier to lift the load and how does this relate to the number of
crank revolutions?

3) Can you describe what happens in case 2 when you turn the pedals?

4) Compare the results of this experiment with the results of the previous one and write
down any similarities.
4) Complete the conclusion below using the words in the grey box.
Engino stationary bike model
distant, vertical, motion, pulleys, belt,
reverse, axle, belt drive, more
5) Complete the sentence below using some of the words in the grey box.
In order to simply transfer the ......................... from one ............... to another, we need at

faster, slower, longer, shorter, force, easier,
pulleys, levers, more difficult, bigger, smaller

least two .................... and a .................................... We can also transfer the motion to
a .................... point if we connect .................. pulleys together. Furthermore, by using
the ..................... in a way that it creates an X shape, we can .......................... the

1

The ................. a weight is lifted the ................................ it is to raise it. We can use a

direction of rotation. In addition, pulleys can transfer rotation to axles that are

combination of .......................... to reduce the ................. needed to lift a load but we
must use a .................... piece of string as it must travel a ......................... distance.

.......................... between them.
A stationary bike
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Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Cams
Levers& Cranks
What is a crank?
lever?
You have
The
“catapult”
probably
is a construction
seen different
that
cranks
was invented
on a variety
by the
of devices
Greeks from
and perfected
the old
style
by thepencil
Romans
sharpener
to be used
and simple
for projecting
kitchen
large
meat
arrows,
grinderjavelins,
to a boat
balls
winch
of iron
thator
winds
flammable
up the
materials,
rope which
in distances
lifts the sails.
up toBut,
800how
meters.
doesItawas
crank
a very
actually
popular
worksiege
and
what
machine,
doesused
it offer
all us?
the way
Can through
you thinkancient
of a reason
times why
to the
cranks
Middle
are
Ages.
so useful
You can
in
build
manyone
machines
and experiment
around us?
with
In itorder
in the
tofollowing
find out what
activity!
a crank is and how it
works, just build a crane with a crank and carry out the following experiment.

education

What is a
Fulcrum,
crank mechanism?
Load and Effort?
Whichisare
What
thethe
relationship
three classes
between
of Levers?
the handle
position and the force/lifting speed?

Level of difficulty

The secret
How
does abehind
Pumpjack
the power
work? of Levers!
The you
Did
use know
of a crank
that aas
see-saw
a handle,
is aeven
perfect
though
example
it hasofmany
how applications,
a lever works?
it You
can
doesperform
not takethe
advantage
next experiment
of the full
and
potential
find outofhow
the amechanism.
small boy can
Thelift a
heavy
Pumpjack,
man the
on the
oil well
see-saw
machine
using
that
thedraws
principle
fromofdeep
levers!
earth the fuel that
powers almost anything that moves today, is based on the crank mechanism
but not as a handle. How? Let’s build our next model of a Pumpjack and find
out!

1) Complete the following table with your observations in cases 1, 2 and 3 about
the force you applied on the crank in order for the load to be totally lifted.

Materials needed:

Materials needed:
1. Engino building instructions booklet:
CAMS & CRANKS, pages 3-4.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
CAMS & CRANKS (M06).

Case

handle’s
position

easy

difficult

the most
difficult

LIFTING SPEED

slow

fast

Case

fastest

Procedure:

1. Build a fishing crane model.

1. Build a pumpjack model.

3. Now, it’s time to feel the force applied
on the crank in order for the load to be
lifted for each case. Complete the column
“FORCE” in the table on your right. We
shall carry out the same experiment but in
each case we shall shift the handle closer
and closer to the axis of rotation.
4. In case 1, the handle is inserted in the
first hole of the crank (indicated with
number 1 in the picture below) which is
the furthest away from the black axle
where the rope winds up. Turn the crank
and try to feel how much force you apply
in order to completely lift the load. Notice
also the speed by which the load is raised
and complete the table. Have in mind that
you might have to modify your checklist
later, after you carry out all the steps.
5. In case 2, remove the handle and insert
it in the second hole of the crank
(indicated with number 2 in the picture)
and try again to turn the crank until the
load is totally lifted. How strong is the
force you have to apply? How fast does
the load lifts?
6. In case 3, the handle should be
removed again and inserted in the third
hole of the crank (indicated with number
3). For once more, try to complete the
appropriate columns in the table. How
strong is the force you have to apply?
How fast does the load lift?

2. Play a bit with your model, so that you
understand how it works. Turn the crank
and observe what happens.

1

3

2) Look carefully at the “handle’s position” column, the “FORCE” column and the
“LIFTING SPEED” column. Write down your conclusions about the relationship
between the position of the axle on the crank, the difficulty in rotation and the speed
by which the load is lifted.

4. Now, get ready for some
measurements. You need to measure the
distance traveled by the piston pump
(simulated by the extendable rod) in each
case. Try to feel the force applied on the
input crank and observe the speed of the
piston pump.
5. In case 1, turn the input crank while the
axle is inserted in the first hole of the
output crank as it is shown in the picture
(indicated with number 1).

Handle’s
position

PISTON PUMP’
S DISTANCE

FORCE(difficulty in
rotation)
difficult

the most
difficult

PISTON PUMP’S SPEED

slow

fast

the
fastest

2

3

2) Look carefully at the “Handle’s position” column and the “PISTON PUMP’S
DISTANCE” column and write down your conclusions about the relationship between
the position of the handle and the distance the piston pump travels.

2
3
3) Complete the following sentence using the words in the grey box.

1
axle, easier, smaller, more
difficult, crank, pulley, longer,
manually, faster, slower
When we ....................... turn a ....................... using our hand, the further away the
handle is from the ....................... , the ....................... it is for the crank to turn
and lifting the load is ......................... .

3) Now, write down your conclusions about the relationship between the difficulty in
turning the crank (“FORCE”) and the speed of the piston pump.

6. In case 2, insert the middle axle in the
second hole of the output crank (indicated
with number 2) and turn the input crank.
7. In case 3, remove the middle axle and
insert it in the third hole of the output crank
(indicated with number 3) and follow the
same procedure as in cases 1 and 2.

piston’s measuring point
highest point

1

3

Level of difficulty

1

3. In this model, there are two cranks, the
input and the output. Can you identify
them and write their name in the picture at
the bottom?

2

Whatdoes
How
is theForce
relationship
generates
between
Moment?
the crank’s
How
position
canand
youthe
calculate
difficulty
theinBalance
rotation?of
Moments?
What is the relationship between the force
(difficulty in rotation) and the speed?

easy

Procedure:
2. Play for a while with your model, so
that you understand how it works. Turn the
crank clockwise and counterclockwise and
observe what happens.

education

1) Complete the following table with your observations and your measurements for each
case:

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
CAMS & CRANKS, page 1-2.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
CAMS & CRANKS (M06).

FORCE (difficulty in rotation)

Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Cams
Levers& Cranks

lowest point
4

2

piston pump

Engino fishing
crane model

Engino pumpjack model
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Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Gears
Levers

How can
What
is Fulcrum,
you change
Loadthe
and
plane
Effort?
and direction of
Which are the three classes of Levers?
rotation?

Whatdoes
How
is a lever?
a carousel work?
Many“catapult”
The
amusement
is a parks
construction
have atthat
least
was
one
invented
carousel
byeither
the Greeks
with wooden
and perfected
horses
by with
or
the Romans
swings. The
to becarousel
used forrotates
projecting
withlarge
gears,
arrows,
and cam
javelins,
mechanisms
balls of move
iron orthe
horses
flammable
up and
materials,
down while
in distances
rotatingup
in to
order
800tometers.
create Itthe
was
illusion
a veryofpopular
galloping.
siege
Its
seats
machine,
hang
used
fromallthe
therotating
way through
table which
ancient
rotates
timesfaster
to theand
Middle
faster,
Ages.
elevating
You can
build
people
one
almost
and experiment
up to the top
with
of the
it incarousel.
the following
In order
activity!
to learn how a carousel
actually works, carry out the following experiment!

Materials needed:

education

Level of difficulty

1) On the following picture, identify the input and output of the model and write it
down in the appropriate box. Show also with arrows the direction of each motion.

The secret
Transfer
of behind
motion the power of Levers!
Did you know that a
helicopters
see-saw ishave
a perfect
two rotors?
example
They
of how
haveaone
lever
bigworks?
rotor You
can
which
perform
makesthe
thenext
helicopter
experiment
fly and
and
a small
find out
tailhow
rotor,
a which
small boy
rotates
can in
liftaa
heavy
different
man
direction!
on the The
see-saw
tail rotor
using
is the
required
principle
to balance
of levers!
the helicopter
otherwise it would just spin in the air! Have you ever wondered how this
small rotor is powered? You can build your own Engino helicopter and find
out how.

How can
doeswe
Force
transfer
generates
motionMoment?
in a gear system?
How can you calculate the Balance of
Moments?

Level of difficulty

Materials needed:
1. Engino building instructions booklet:
GEARS, pages 11-12.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
GEARS (M07).

Procedure:

Procedure:

1. Build an entertaining carousel model.

1. Build a helicopter model.

2. Play a bit with your model in order to
understand how it works. What do you
observe when you turn the crank
(handle)?

2. Play for a while with your helicopter in
order to understand how it works. What do
you observe when you turn the crank
(handle) which is located at the tail of the
model? Try to rotate the main rotor with
your hand. What do you observe?

2) Measure the number of revolutions of the main rotor when the tail crank rotates 5
complete revolutions. Turn the crank slowly so that you do not lose count!
revolutions of the main rotor

3) Compare your results with your answers in the previous experiment with the Carousel
model (page 15). Are your results the same this time? Why?

3. Measure with a ruler the distance
between the tail crank and the main rotor.
Measure also the length of the longer
Engino axle.

4. Observe your carousel and identify the
input and output motion of your model.
Complete exercise 1 on your right.

education

1) Which part of the helicopter rotates faster? The tail crank or the main rotor?

1. Engino building instructions booklet:
GEARS, page 6-7.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
GEARS (M07).

3. Try to turn the crank faster. What do
you observe? Can you explain why it
happens?

Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Gears
Levers

4) Using your knowledge gained so far, calculate the gear ratio (also called velocity
ratio) of your helicopter model. Write down your thoughts and your calculations below.

2) Complete the table below according to your measurements.
5. Now, let’s compare the revolutions of
the input crank and of the carousel’s seats
and complete the table in the observation
area. For easy and accurate
measurements of carousel’s revolutions,
you need to turn the crank slowly.

CRANK’S
REVOLUTIONS

distance of tail
crank from main rotor

CAROUSEL’S
REVOLUTIONS

length of engino
longer axle
1
2

5) Now you know all there is to know about gears and gear trains can you solve a more
challenging question? Below you can see a gear train where gear A is the driver and turns
in an counterclockwise direction as is shown by the arrow.

4. How do we manage to create a longer
axle?

3
A
B

What do you observe about your results? Can you explain it?

a) Which direction does gear B follow?
Show by arrow as well.

...............................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
Engino carousel model

...............................................................................................................................

b) Which direction does gear C follow?
Show by arrow as well.

Engino helicopter model
C

3) In the pictures on your right you can see a
real hand-drill and the Engino model of a
hand-drill. How many gears exist on each
model? Circle the gears on the Engino handdrill and connect them with the respective
gears on the real hand-drill.

c) Does gear C revolve faster or slower than gear A? Explain why.

Engino hand-drill model

Real hand-drill
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Objectives:

LEARNING ABOUT: Screws
Levers & Worm Drives
Whatdoes
How
is a lever?
a screw press work?
Have“catapult”
The
you everisthought
a construction
how olive
that
oil was
was invented
extractedby
bythe
ourGreeks
ancestors
andinperfected
early
by the Romans
years?
They designed
to be used
olivefor
presses
projecting
that large
were arrows,
manually
javelins,
operated.
balls
These
of iron or
presses
flammable
consisted
materials,
of ainhuge
distances
wooden
up to
screw
800 that
meters.
pressed
It was
the
a very
olives,
popular
extracting
siege
their
machine,
oil. The
used
same
all the
principle
way through
is applied
ancient
to modern
times to
olive
thepresses.
Middle Ages.
CarryYou
out can
the
build
following
one experiment
and experiment
and build
with ityour
in the
own
following
screw press
activity!
in order to discover the
principles behind the screw press operation.

education

What is the
Fulcrum,
mechanical
Load and
advantage
Effort? of the
Which are the three classes of Levers?
screw?

LEARNING ABOUT: Screws
Levers & Worm Drives
The secret behind the power of Levers!
Did you know that a see-saw is a perfect example of how a lever works? You
can perform the next experiment and find out how a small boy can lift a
heavy man on the see-saw using the principle of levers!

Level of difficulty

Objectives:

education

How can
doeswe
Force
transfer
generates
motionMoment?
in a gear system?
How can you calculate the Balance of
Moments?

Level of difficulty

1) Measure the total length of the screw with a ruler and then find the ratio of the
threaded length that you measured previously to the screw’s length.

Materials needed:
1. Engino building instructions booklet:
SCREWS & WORM DRIVES, page 3-4.
2. Engino SIMPLE MACHINES (M10) or
SCREWS & WORM DRIVES (M08).

SCREW’S LENGTH =

Procedure:
SCREW’S THREADED LENGTH

1. Build a screw press model.
2. Play a bit with your model and observe
how the moving plate is raised. Try to
push and move the moving plate with your
hand. What do you observe?
3. Insert a long Engino rod in the mouth
of the screw press and turn the crank until
the moving plate barely touches the rod.
Try to pull the rod out. What do you
observe?

SCREW’S LENGTH

=

2) All simple machines take an input force or movement and change it to provide a
more useful output. Can you identify the input and output of this screw press model?
Write each one down in the appropriate boxes.

4. Now, turn the crank a bit more and try
again to pull the rod out. How does the
force you apply to turn the crank compare
to the force you apply to pull out the rod?
5. Let’s make some measurements. First,
turn the crank in the direction of opening
the press until the press opens fully. Turn
the crank a bit more and you will see that
the screw is pulled off. Take the string
from your Engino package and pass it
tightly around each thread from one end of
the screw to the other, like in the picture
below. Mark on the string the start and
end point as it wraps around the screw.
Take off the string and flatten it. Use a
ruler to measure its stretched length, what
we call as the screw’s threaded length.

An old olive press
3) Can you measure the distance between two adjacent teeth on the screw (pitch)?
Simply, imagine that a point A on the screw travels up to the next same point as it is
shown in the picture below. Use a ruler to measure this distance and write your answer
down in the box. You can also calculate the circumference of the screw which is the
actual distance traveled by point A in order to complete a full circle. How? A practical
way to do it is to divide the SCREW’S THREADED LENGTH by the NUMBER OF
CRESTS, that is how many rounds the teeth make from beginning the to the end of
screw.
PITCH (DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO TEETH) =
CIRCUMFERENCE =

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

SCREW’S THREADED LENGTH =
Step 1: Wrap the string around the screw
and mark start and end position.

10

SCREW’S THREADED LENGTH

A

=

NUMBER OF CRESTS

4) We have taken measurements for many different lengths! The purpose is to be able
to find the mechanical advantage of the screw, which as we shall see in more detail
later, indicates by how many times a simple machine multiplies the input force to
produce an output. In this experiment we can not measure forces but only distances,
however, having in mind that force and distance are related (higher force means shorter
distance and vice versa) let’s try to find out how the input and output movement
compare. Calculate the ratio of CIRCUMFERENCE to PITCH and compare it to the
ratio of SCREW’S THREADED LENGTH to the SCREW’S LENGTH. Compare the two
ratios and try to explain what they mean.

Step 2: Unwind the string and stretch it to
measure the total length between marked
positions
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